
ELP
TRAINING

Unique Solutions for a
Unique Industry
Airlines depend on ELP Aviation because our software
improves operational efficiencies, eases crew
interactions, and increases profitability. We offer
products that provide scalable and agile solutions
based on the individual Carrier’s needs. We are
already thinking about how to solve the next problem.
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Contact
Information
To directly speak with someone, please
click the link below:

Contact Us

For additional information:

Visit Our Website

Phone

316-239-6080

Email

info@elpaviation.com

https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
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ELP Training
How you track, manage, & forecast your crew’s training can determine
how smooth your operation runs. Running a well-balanced training
department can save your airline headaches in cost and operational
efficiency. ELP Training automates manual processes, avoids costly
errors, and automates communications between departments and
crewmembers, saving your airline millions every year.
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ELP Training

INTERFACES
Our software reduces or eliminates manual
processes, such as the construction of training
events in your CMS system. We create middle-
ware solutions that can pull data from various
training-related software (i.e., PBS system, Crew
Qualifications, Grading Software, etc.), and
automate the exchange of data between
systems and departments.

COMMUNICATIONS
Through ELP’s CrewPortal, our training module
automates communications between
crewmembers, instructors, and training
management teams. It minimizes phone calls
required for notifications of training events,
expired documents, and training schedule-
related questions. The CrewPortal will enable
online submission and offline entries of grading
forms, expired documents, and any required
teaching forms or documents.

MONITORING & SCHEDULING
Our solutions provide increased visibility for all
qualification and training requirements, including
items tracked in multiple databases. Our
customizable solutions include dashboards and
reporting that display calculated results, detailed
drill-down reports, and budget-resource planning
tools with forecasting capabilities for simulator
usage, scheduled training events, qualification
expirations, license and documentation
renewals, etc.
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The Value Of ELP
Training

Quickens communication Improves accuracy

Lowers costs Saves time
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The Value Of ELP
Training App
We have estimated that ELP Training App can potentially save you around
$150,000 per year. It minimizes the impact of expired documents, reduces
union grievances, and lessens manual processes.

These three issues can be very costly to airlines and can really add up
when they go unnoticed. Our solution can fix these pain points, save you
money and save you from future headaches. 

With just one module of ELP's Training Solutions, there is a potential
savings of 150,000 per year. The potential savings can be 3x that amount
with a full suite that is designed specifically for each individual carrier's
cost sinks.
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Features

AUTOMATED GRADING
ELP’s system will provide grade form templates
that can be customized, adjusted, and assigned
across curriculums. The instructors can
complete and submit any forms needed for each
student directly from the website or app. It will
create a closed-loop process to avoid any
missed documentation and labor-intensive
paperwork.

RESOURCE FORECASTING
Resource optimization modules enable you to
track, optimize, and forecast multiple resources
(i.e., instructors, equipment, classrooms,
supplies, simulators, etc.) for existing and future
training needs. The system produces solutions in
different ways depending on the needs of the
airline. For example, a solution can be based on
a forecast of needed resources for a particular
training footprint or assigning a training footprint
to fit the most cost-effective and efficient use of
available resources.

HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE
Highly configurable front-ends enable carriers to
control how the system works for them. Create
custom curriculums, training events, anything
specific to your unique needs. No longer rely on
outside parties and users to create curriculums
related to legality changes from FAA, rule
changes from new CBA contracts, or any
department constraints.
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Features

DASHBOARDS
ELP’s Dash provides increased visibility in one
screen for all qualification and training
requirements, including items tracked in multiple
databases. We include custom calculations
based on company rules that are currently not
possible in existing systems. Those calculations
are outside of the norms and often require labor-
intensive, manual processes.

COMMUNICATIONS
ELP's CrewPortal automates notifications to
crewmembers and instructors for upcoming
training events, expired documents, licenses, and
any other training-related communications using
four possible methods of communication (i.e.,
app, email, or text). It's an automatic function,
only notifying during legal hours. Through the
app, documents like passports, medicals, and
licenses can be uploaded and submitted.
Crewmembers can self-notify, and dashboards
highlight any crewmembers that have not
positively accepted notification.

SCHEDULING OPTIMIZATION
The calendar module produces optimized
training schedules based on your parameters,
such as available resources like instructors,
classrooms, simulators, cost analysis, and
efficiency. If any resources become
unexpectedly unavailable, the system will re-
shuffle the training calendar and provide new
solutions to accommodate.
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Middle-Ware Products
We know airlines are struggling with training and qualification systems.
There are gaps in the functionality requiring workarounds, costing you
time and money. ELP offers middle-ware solutions that will interface with
your current qualifications software to give immediate relief. The primary
goal is to provide your team the ability to monitor, track, and forecast
issues that are not available in your current systems without the need for
manual workarounds and manual processes.

We pull data directly from all your existing core systems and run it through
custom calculations to provide the information your team is currently
struggling to obtain, such as CKS hour and Hi-Mins.
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Middle-Ware Products
ELP’s Qualifications Dashboard and Reporting tools let you easily monitor
and track all your current and future training needs. It highlights all your
training curriculums, expiring documents, licenses, and any custom
tracking needs for company-specific rules not available in your existing
systems. Forecasting and budgeting tools streamline the tracking and
utilization of your training and third-party resources, improving the use of
your expenditures.

We have interfaces and data feeds that will automate manual processes
required to flow data from one system to the other, such as automating
the award and assignment process from your PBS system into your CMS.
The Training App in ELP’s CrewPortal will automatically notify
crewmembers and instructors of training events, expired documents,
broadcasts, etc. closing the communication gap and reducing phone calls
between your team, instructors, and crew members.
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ELP Training Solutions
As part of our growing product line, we have just finished the R&D
feasibility and design phase and are currently working on the development
of our new training and qualification solution, ELP Training Solutions, a full
complete core training, and qualifications software.

Our solution is a complete training and qualifications tracking software
for students & instructors of multiple groups (crewmembers, dispatchers,
station agents, mechanics, etc.). The system is highly configurable,
lowering costs as you get to choose the functionality specific to your
operation. For every rule, event, and curriculum, there's the ability to
override or customize. A log of anything adjusted or overridden is in a
history file for SOX compliance. Security measures will be in place to
allow only those with the appropriate authorization to override or modify
the system.
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ELP Training Solutions
ELP Training includes ELPQual (our core qualifications base product),
ELPDash (customized dashboards and reporting), ELPCalendar &
Resource Calculator (scheduling and resource optimization module),
ELPInstructor (an instructor and grading module), and ELPCrewPortal’s
Training App (for crew notifications and document submission).

Using multiple modules with custom functionality, user-friendly web-
based front-ends, communication’s App, and flexible configurations,
administrators easily track and monitor student's and instructor's training
and qualification requirements over time. ELP is aware of the
shortcomings with existing systems, such as not being able to create
custom curriculums, or custom CKS calculations. Our software will
consider all of the functionality you need that you are currently missing.
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DOES YOUR SOLUTION REPLACE
OUR EXISTING SOFTWARE?
Yes and no. ELP offers middle-ware solutions
that will interface with your current qualifications
software. ELP is also aware of an industry need
for a new, cost-effective solution to replace your
existing software. Therefore, we have entered
the development phase of a full training and
qualifications solution that provides a long-term
permanent solution.

Common
Questions

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN YOUR MIDDLE-WARE
PRODUCTS AND FULL SOLUTIONS?
Our middle-ware products, currently in
production, are designed to interface with your
existing core systems to fill in the gaps where
your current qualifications and training software
is lacking. They also build the foundation for our
full core solution ELP is currently building. ELP’s
Full Training Solutions is a complete core
qualification and training software that will in the
future replace your existing core systems.
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WILL I HAVE TO PAY TWICE IF I
ORDER MIDDLE-WARE SOLUTIONS
TODAY AND THEN ORDER YOUR
FULL SOLUTION LATER?
No. All our solutions are custom packages with
only the functionality you need. You can order
any of the pieces individually or as a whole. If
you purchase middle-ware solutions today, they
will interface with any ELP Training features or
as a full solution. You will be credited for the
amount you spent.

Common
Questions

CAN I USE YOUR DASHBOARD &
REPORTING ON MY EXISTING
SOFTWARE?
They interface with your existing system and are
currently in production, offering solutions to your
most immediate issues. If you decide to
purchase ELPTraining Solutions as your core
system, any middle-ware products you purchase
will flow into the new solution when it's in
production. Any short-term solutions are credited
to the final cost of your ELPTraining 
Solutions package.
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ELP INSTRUCTOR
It provides the instructors all the documentation,
grade forms, and a list of resources needed for
the particular class.

ELP Training
Modules

CALENDAR & RESOURCE
CALCULATOR
This module enables you to track, optimize, and
forecast a variety of resources (instructors,
equipment, classrooms, supplies, etc.) for
existing and future training needs. The calculator
will provide scheduling solutions that consider
the qualifications and expiration dates of the
instructors and check airman, and always
considering cost analysis when providing
optimal solutions for scheduling.

ELP QUAL
It records and tracks qualifications for students
and instructors of multiple groups. The system
can be customized and you can alter the
curriculums as required to avoid any
workarounds and manual processes, not
possible in many existing core systems.
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CKS CALCULATOR
This module is custom-designed to your
requirements and will automate the tracking and
forecasting of when a crew member will reach
his hours. It enables you to minimize refresher
training as you will have better control over 
CKS hours.

ELP Training
Modules

QUALIFICATIONS DASHBOARD
It enables your crew training personnel to plan
for training needs, budgets, and expiring
documents. Your team’s visibility increases as
your training requirements appear in one, easy-
to-read, custom-designed screen.

TRAINING APP
This module improves communications between
crewmembers, instructors, and the training
department’s staff. It enables online
submissions and offline entries of grading forms,
expired documents, and any required teaching
forms or documents, all without a single 
phone call.
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CUSTOMIZATION

Everything we do is custom-built for you with no
secret in your cost. We are known for our
transparency, and you will get the solution you
need without any surprises in the end.

ELP For Your
Future

SUPPORT

Contact our team directly either through email,
text, or phone call. You don’t have to enter a
random request into an impersonal ticketing
system, blindly hoping for an answer. Our experts
are available 24/7/365 for any support need.
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Techie Aviation
Experts With The
Human Touch
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About Us
ELP, established in 2010, is an
aviation software development
company that creates systems
focused on advancing the
capabilities of crew management
departments. We are airline and
software people with the sole
purpose of providing mission-
critical products & services to
increase the efficiency of the 
airline community.

ELP has the unique ability to create
tools that do not currently exist in
the marketplace and can be
seamlessly integrated with the
airline's current systems. ELP's
airline expertise, legacy database
knowledge, and software
development innovation makes us
stand out from other software
companies and airline software
vendors.
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Reliable
Solutions, 

Real People
Airlines call on us because we deliver, but also because we are real
people who love what we do. Talking to Erwin, Jason, Stephanie, or

any of our programmers is a lot more helpful than staring at a
screen hoping for solutions. Since 2010, we have cleared up big
headaches for big clients. Get to know us and judge us by the

results, not Erwin’s corny quips
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Thank you for your time and
consideration to continue to partner
with ELP Aviation.

Contact Us

Visit Our Website

Thank You

For additional information:

Phone

316-239-6080

Email

info@elpaviation.com

https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/

